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REGIMENTAL AWARDS
Shaw Group, Inc.

Steel

1LT William Y. Hicks III
SSG John W. Parkinson
CPT Dustin W. Moore
CPT Brenton L. Litfin
CPT Scott Delo
1LT Kaleb Roberts
WO1 Ralph Christiansen
CPT Jason D. Gibbs
SGT Blanca E. Alfaro
SSG Brandon M. Hill
1LT Francis J. Lee
1LT Tyler S. Glasz
1LT Eric D. Churchill
1LT Bradley P. Smith
1LT Daniel J. Allen
CPT Chad M. Perkins
CPT Glenn M. Cameron
CPT Richard V. Lee
CPT DaRon Wallace
SSG Matthew D. Ernster
1LT Philip A. Kealy
1LT Jessica N. Knoll
1LT Jacob J. Davel
CPT Donald K. Lew
Ms. Sandra J. Hanson
SSG Ira M. Smith
SSG Steven A. Lodico
SGT Benjamin J. Murphy
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SSG Christopher R. Handley
CPT Nicholas K. Mitchell
CPT Cody Waters
CPT Wesley Ward
Ms. Marianne Stakem
Mr. Sidney L. Walker
Mr. Steven A. Young
Mr. Sean N. Fritzges
CW2 Michael W. Hanks
SSG Theodore G. Kientz
SSG Rusty L. Pence
Ms. Jacqueline S. Cotton
Ms. Mary A. Cooper
SSG Vincent A. Fiorillo
Ms. Diane M. Davis
SSG Spencer R. Rollefson
SSG Brendan J. Gilbert
SGT Aaron F. Funderburke
CPT Donald J. Brown
Mr. Keith C. Sendziak
CPT Daniel L. Moore
CPT Jacob S. Brakeman
SSG Rodney M. Burton
SSG Bobby C. Ray
SSG Chad A. Lewis
CPT Matthew T. Nichols
CPT Matthew J. Tetreau
CPT Matthew J. Pelusi
CPT David J. Nemecek
SSG Daniel J. Starr
SGT Corey Dums
SGT Mark D. Grenwalt
SGT David M. Strait

Bronze

TSgt Dennis A. Jones
SFC Roberto Jasso
SFC Kandom M. Moore
SFC Ryan D. Burnett
SFC Wendell C. Harris
CPT Christopher M. Gensler
Mr. Facundo M. Funes
SFC Dominic Q. Lowe
Ms. Susan K. Weston
MSG Nicholas Bingham

CSM Jeffrey H. Hill
CSM Brian D. Dill
SFC Joseph P. Ringenoldus
MSG Justin M. Moore
MAJ Coleen Swanger
MSG Harold W. Whitten
1SG Alfred M. McMillian
SFC Nicholas Ives
LTC William J. Irby
CSM Maurice L. Brown
MAJ Joseph M. Fleishman
MAJ Charles C. DeKeyser
LTC Erik C. Backus
MAJ Joshua A. Long
CSM Yolanda M. Tate
COL Todd C. Liebig
Mr. Joel C. Hendrix
MAJ Andrew C. Johannes
CW5 Dean A. Registe
MSG Kevin T. Johnson
MSG Clifford R. Garrettson
MSG Bruce M. Nestor
MAJ Jimmy L. Covington
MSG Lamont Carter
MAJ Christopher C. Adkins
MAJ Daniel Brady
MAJ Jason Song
CW3 Donald F. Thompson
MAJ Michael Kieser
MAJ Matthew S. Chase
Mr. Andrew W. Reckmeyer
SSG Daniel W. Weber
MAJ Christopher M. Ingenloff
CPT William C. Toft
Mr. Shawn H. Zinszer
MAJ Bradley W. Smith
SFC Marvin W. Garrett
CPT Justin S. McMillan
1SG Justin W. Duff
SFC Logan K. McDonald
CW2 Christopher W. Davis
SFC Allen C. McCulley
CPT Michael L. Mitchell
SFC Viento F. Flores
MSG Roger M. Pura
COL Brian E. Griffin
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1SG Rene Romo
1SG Aaron Vitone
SFC William Mabe
Mr. Donald L. Erickson
MAJ Paul D. Brownhill
SFC Patrick G. Thomas
MAJ Shai-Lin Ynacay
Ms. Lise L. Ditzel-Ma
SFC Adam J. Whitford
SFC Robert W. Brogan
MAJ Brian D. Sayer
MAJ Brendan J. McEvoy
MAJ Louis-Philippe L. Hammond
MSG David Montes Jr.
LTC Cathleen F. Griffin
MG Susan A. Davidson
LTC Jason A. Toth
MSG Ingrid K. Turner
1SG Jessie H. Sanchez
CW2 Joshua B. Gates
MAJ Justin R. Stuart
Mr. Hirotomo Hirai
MSG Joshua A. Beach
MAJ Mohammad I. Waseem
SFC Cristian E. Contreras
LTC Laura M. Schroeder
Mr. Abraham Curry, Jr.
LTC Sean M. Ontiveros
LTC Adam Straub
MSG Edward R. Weihl
CSM Jerry D. Sipe
MAJ Matthew A. Wright
Ms. Linda M. Groat
COL Steven Kyle Jones
Ms. Lisa D. Gilley
Mr. William M. Ford
Mr. Brian J. Ondrick
Mr. Kim May

Sapper Spirit

SSG Jason G. Johnson
SSG David G. Rocha
SSG Rickylee C. Calleon
SSG Travis B. Maroney
PFC Lucas L. Hernandez
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SFC Jerry R. Hughes Jr.
MAJ Jared E. Runge
SFC Glenn T. Lucero
MAJ Po C. Tsui
Ms. Julie A. Hiscox
MAJ Justin A. Liesen
MAJ Randall A. Summerhill
MAJ Brandon R. Drobenak
MAJ James H. Belinga
SFC Matthew D. Boyle
SFC Justin M. Reyes
LTC Frank W. Poovey
CSM Jason A. Zike
CW2 Michael J. Wingenter
Ms. Laurie F. Sattler
SFC Edward J. Ronquillo
MAJ Joseph R. Mangan
1SG Jonathan C. Farella
MAJ David J. Stalker
MSG Josue A. Fonseca
Mr. Walter G. Deprefontaine
LTC Daniel L. Cederman
SFC Lucas John Anderson
1SG Joshua J. Engel
Mr. Jerry Timothy Murphy
Mr. Ravi I. Ajodah
CAPT Eric H. Ver Hage
Mr. John Primavera
MAJ Claudia E. Wilmoth
CW3 Erick Hume
SGM Ronette Sue Koogler
MAJ Thomas E. Piazze
Mr. Ryo Nakamoto
COL Patrick J. Ellis

COL Scott A. Ayres
CSM Ronaldo E. Jordan
SGM Steven W. Rowland
BG Kevin R. Griese
COL Andre P. Balyoz
COL Craig S. Baumgartner
COL Marvin L. Griffin
COL Jason E. Kelly
COL Rafael F. Pazos
COL Kenneth Z. Jennings
COL Marc F. Hoffmeister
CSM Jerimiah E. Gan
COL Martin D. Snider
COL Edward P. Chamberlayne
1SG Jeffery R. Kotschwar
COL Danielle J. Ngo

Essayons
Mrs. Heather Kane Smith
Ms. Alison L. Griffin
Mrs. Kim M. Gilberti
Mrs. Tish Anderson
Mrs. Brenda Parry
Mrs. Shannon Jennings
Mrs. Renee K. DeLapp
Mrs. Elizabeth Busby
Mrs. Tina Jordan
Ms. Shawn A. Morelli
Mrs. Katherine L. Collins
Ms. Jessica M. Borg
Mrs. Sandra DelaPena
Ms. Felicia Geary
Mrs. Sharon Fontanella

Silver

Mr. Rod E. Markuten

MSCoE, NCOA SLC, 12N, Class 003-18
MSCoE, NCOA SLC, 12B, Class 003-18
MSCoE, NCOA SLC, 12H, Class 003-18
1st BDE (EN), 102nd TNG DIV, ALC, 12B30, 002-18
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12R10, Class 15-18
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PV2 Matthew W. Limer
PV2 Parker E. Schuh
SSG Jeremy T. Labuda
SGT Nicholas J. Gerardy
PVT Christopher M. Aschenbrenner
PVT Kaleb J. Griffin
2LT Kaphler Ler
PVT Jake T. Slesk
SSG Kyle J. Schick
PFC Roman O. Makhadov
SSG Seth T. Light
SGT Matthew D. Jones
PFC Chad C. Fox
PVT Cody K. Coffin
SSG Wayne E. White
SSG Jeremy J. Wood
PFC Sean P. Parente
SPC Julian Robert Gaskin
PFC Shawn P. Rainville
SGT Sean M. Hoisington
PVT Jordan A. Quick
PFC Virgilio R. Padilla
PV2 Joshua A. Cohen
SGT Holly G. Hughes
SGT Antonio S. McKay
SPC Alex S. Wright
1LT Daniel P. Schlich
PVT Nicholas W. Brake
SSG James R. Teague
PV2 Desmond F. Sab
SFC Andrew J. Cutsforth
PV2 Adam M. Thonvold
PVT Jacob S. Voit
PVT Elijah M. Miller
SPC Brian S. Beck
PFC Jonathan M. Seible
PFC Cherokee J. Miletti
SGT David A. Sutphin
SGT Robert W. Badtke
SGT Joseph F. Dowling
SPC Michael E. Drewry
PV2 Jared J. Trevethan
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B Co, 169th En Bn, 12Y10, Class 04-18
C Co, 35th En Bn, 12B10, OSUT, Class 18-007
C Co, 35th En Bn, Drill Sergeant of Cycle, Class 18-007
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12W10 PH2, Class 001
A Co, 554th En Bn, 12N10, Class 18N
D Co, 169th En Bn, 12K10, Class 18-14
B Co, 554th En Bn, 12A Class 03-18
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12R10, Class 016-18
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12H40-C46, Class 003
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1830
102nd DIV, 12N40 SLC PH2, Class 001
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12T10, Class 06-18
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12Y10, Class 05-18
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1832
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12B30 ALC, Class 001-18
Sapper Training Company, Class 007-18
D Co, 169th En Bn, 12M10, Class 18-043
D Co, 169th En Bn, 12K10, Class 18-015
A Co, 554th En Bn, 12N10, Class 20-18N
MSCoE, NCOA ALC, 12H, Class 003-18
A Co, 554th En Bn, 12N10, Class 21N
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 18340
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1831
MSCoE, NCOA, ALC, 12T, Class 002-18
MSCoE, NCOA, ALC, 12N, Class 002-18
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12Y10, Class 006-18
Sapper Training Company, Class 008-18
D Co, 31st En Bn, 12B10, OSUT, Class 18-502
102nd DIV, 12B40, SLC, Class 004-18
D Co, 35th En Bn, 12B10, OSUT, Class 18-008
D Co, 35th En Bn, Drill Sergeant of Cycle, Class 18-008
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1835
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 1833
C Co, 169th En Bn, 12W10, Class 18-345
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12W10 PH3, Class 002
D Co, 169th En Bn, 12K10, Class 18-016
D Co, 554th En Bn, 12N10, Class 22-18
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12H30 PH2, Class 003A-18
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12H30 PH1, Class 003-18
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12H30 PH2, Class 003B-18
1st BDE (EN), 102nd DIV (MS), 12K10 PH II, Class 004
B Co, 169th En Bn, 12Y10, Class 007-18
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This year we celebrate the 150th Annual Castle Ball in Washington D.C. and will
recognize excellence in the Engineer Regiment and in the profession with this year’s
Gold de Fleury medal recipients, BG Trent Kelly (MSARNG) and MG (Ret) Claire Gill.

BG Trent Kelly began his military career in 1985 at the
age of 19 when he enlisted in the Mississippi Army National
Guard. After completion of Basic Combat Training, he was
assigned to the 134th Engineer Company in Union, Mississippi.
BG Kelly was sworn in as a cadet in the Reserve Officer Training
Corps at the University of Mississippi and commissioned on
May 14, 1988. BG Kelly is a career engineer who has served in
various positions of increasing responsibility to include
command at the company, battalion, and brigade levels. He
has filled various key staff positions in the Mississippi National
Guard and is currently serving as the Director of the Joint Staff
at the Joint Force Headquarters.
Throughout his service to our nation, which included
two deployments to Iraq, BG Kelly has continuously proved his
commitment to bettering the units and nation he serves. In
1990, he mobilized for Desert Storm as an Engineer Second
Lieutenant. In 2005, he deployed as a Major to Iraq with the
155th Brigade as the Operations Officer of the 150th Engineer
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Battalion. From 2009 to 2010, he deployed to Iraq as the
Battalion Commander of Task Force Knight of the 155th Brigade
Combat Team. In 2012, then Colonel Kelly took command of
the 168th Engineer Brigade headquartered in Vicksburg,
Mississippi. BG Kelly graduated from the Engineer Officers
Basic Course at Fort Belvoir, Virginia in 1989. He completed
the Armor Advanced Course at Fort Knox, Kentucky in 1992
and the Command and General Staff College course at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas in 2004. In 2010, BG Kelly earned a
Master’s Degree in Strategic Studies from the United States
Army War College in Carlisle, Pennsylvania.
In 2015, BG Kelly was elected as the Congressional
representative of the 1st District in Mississippi and served in
114th Congress. In the 115th Congress, he serves on the house
Armed Services Committee, The House Agriculture
Committee, and the House Small Business Committee. He has
been married to wife Sheila for 27 years and they have 3
children.
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MG (Ret) Claire F. Gill began his military career at
West Point where he graduated in 1965 and was
commissioned into the Corps of Engineers. As an Airborne and
Ranger graduate, MG Gill began a short tour with the 82nd
Airborne Division at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. As a First
Lieutenant, MG Gill volunteered for service in Vietnam where
he would serve for a total of 30 months. Over his 34-year
military career, he commanded combat and construction
engineer units at platoon, company, battalion, and brigade
levels. He served in numerous engineering, facilities, and
resource management positions both overseas, in Germany
for 8 years, and US locations. Prior to becoming the Army’s
budget director, he served as the Commandant of the U.S.
Army Engineer School and installation commander at Fort
Leonard Wood, Missouri.
From 1999 until 2001, he created and led the Office
of Engineering and Construction Management in the U.S.
Department of Energy where he was tasked with improving
the Department’s then poor record of managing construction
and facilities. In 2001, MG Gill began eleven years of service
ARMY ENGINEER MAGAZINE
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to the Smithsonian Institution where he was the Acting and
Deputy Director of the Office of Facilities Engineering and
Operations (OFEO). He served for ten years as President of his
West Point Class of 1965, two terms as President of the Army
Engineer Association, twice as a Regional Vice President for
SAME, President of the Indian Lake Golf Club, as a board
member at the George C. Marshall International Center, and
on technical committees of the National Research Council.
MG Gill grew up in Patton, Pennsylvania, a small coalmining town in Cambria County, previous to his receiving an
appointment to the U.S. Military Academy. He later received
a Master of Science degree in Engineering from the University
of California at Berkeley. Presently, General Gill resides with
his wife, Sherry, in McLean, Virginia. They have three married
children: Clair A., an Army aviator and father of one, Heidi
McCabe, mother of five, and Chris, father of two—all terrific
grandchildren. Currently, the family enjoys spending much of
their free time doing family activities and at their Indian Lake
Pennsylvania getaway cabin and golf course.
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Photo courtesy of U.S. Army

Pictured left to right: LTC Ben Wallen, USMA SAME president, LTG Semonite, Chief of Engineers, Cadet Sophia Schwanebeck, COL Kevin Brown,
USAES Asst CMDT, and CPT David Black.

Each year the Army Engineer Association (AEA),
the Society of American Military Engineers (SAME), and the
Chief of Engineers come together to welcome a new class
of Second Lieutenant USMA graduates and to present
awards to those Cadets that will be commissioned as
Engineer Officers and hence part of the Engineer Regiment.
One of these awards is the Sapper Spirit Award
which recognizes students in the Army Schools’ programs
who best capture the engineer sapper spirit and who have
demonstrated an admirable attitude towards the Engineer
Regiment and the U.S. Army in each class. This applies to
all Officers, NCO, and initial entry programs for engineers,
as well as, commissioning sources for Commissioned
Officers and Warrant Officers.
The recipients are
recognized at the close of the training. AEA provides them
with a one-year membership in AEA that includes receiving
the Army Engineer Magazine. Each recipient’s name is
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published in the Army Engineer Magazine in recognition of
their award.
This year’s Sapper Spirit recipient is Cadet
Madison Stark who is recognized as the top overall ranking
Cadet majoring in engineering and branching into the
Engineer Regiment. SAME presented the David M. Fraser
Award to Cadet Sophia Schwanebeck. This award is for the
Cadet who is graduating with a degree in engineering and
exemplifies leadership and excellence in engineering. The
awards are presented at the Engineer Dinner that is always
an astounding event. USMA’s close proximity to New York
enables a number of leaders in industry to attend the
dinner. Several of them sponsor parts of the event. This
year First Command graciously provided a Red Engineer flag
to the 128 Cadets who will be commissioned as Engineer
Officers. Essayons!
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864th Engineer Battalion
PACEMAKERS Reunion
All eras, attached units, alumni, spouses, and
friends on October 24-28 in Cincinnati, OH.
Contact Rick Anderschat at
rwshot@msn.com or 513.474.2831
for more information.

Congrats!
Mr. Jacob M. Jung, Waterloo, IL
Mr. Aaron M. Pulvermacher, Benton, WI
Mr. Ryan L. Sullivan, San Antonio, TX
Ms. Lauren C. Forte, Johnstown, PA
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       Ǥ   
          Ǧ 
resort locationthat has been heavily subsidised to reduce
costsǤ  Ǥ
    
      Ǥ

John Pole – vpole@bigpond.net.au or 0457500142
Beverly Thearle – rossnbev@hotmail.com or 0409496615
Bob Ihlein – Robert.ihlein@gmail.com or 0417655646
Wally Robinson – walr1@bigpond.com or 0408606839
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Are the recipients of the one thousand
dollar award. Competition for these
awards is open to the families of Army
Engineer Association members that have
been accepted for membership at or
attending an accredited four year college
or university's undergraduate program.
2018 is the twenty-seventh consecutive
year the AEA has awarded scholarships
with a total of $112,000 having been
awarded to deserving students.
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Rappelling familiarizes Sapper Students with the process of vertical descent from various platforms like cliffs,
helicopters, etc. at Sapper Leader Course Rappel Tower Training Area 147, FLW, MO. Photo by FLW PAO.

By CPT Donald K. Lew, 1LT Jacob J. Davel, & SFC Timothy P. Jacobs
13
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T

he United States
Army’s
Premier
Engineer Leadership
course which trains and certifies
the Engineer Regiment’s next
generation of Engineer Leaders is
conducted by the Sapper Training
Engineer
Company,
169th
Battalion, 1st Engineer Brigade
based out of Fort Leonard Wood,
MO. After many years of arduous
work, the Sapper Training
Detachment was re-designated
as the Sapper Training Company
(Provisional) on December 4th,
2017.
The origins and design of
Sapper Leader Course began in
1982 and continued until its
inception in 1985. The need for
the course arose because of the
specific mission requirements
that maneuver commanders had
for their engineer leaders and the
lack of available Ranger course
slots for non-infantry leaders. If
an engineer leader had the ability
to attend the Ranger course, due
to an infantryman no-show, they
would still be required to
complete several additional
service schools to have the same
knowledge base. The course
focused on training light engineer
ARMY ENGINEER MAGAZINE
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leaders in the aspects of Airborne, Air Assault, Mountain,
and light Infantry tactics to form a more cohesive maneuver
element. It was modeled after the Infantry’s “Light Leader
Course”, hosted at Fort Benning, GA. The validation class
began May 12th, 1985 and ended June 14th, 1985,
graduating the first 18 Sapper Leaders. The first class was
the foundation for the building of the Sapper Leader Course
of today. The initial course cadre consisted of Combat
Engineers, Infantry, and Special Forces soldiers
implementing the most diverse conventional Army
curriculum of its time. “The POI is jam-packed with
worthwhile SAPPER/Combat Engineer/Infantry subjects.
Successful completion of this course produces an engineer
soldier that has the know-how and confidence to do this job
most effectively, both as a trainer and combat leader” as
stated by LTG (Ret) David E. Grange, Jr. in a letter to the
Secretary of the Army about his visit to Sapper Leader
Course on the 12th of August 1987.
Although the course began in 1985, it was not
until June 28, 2004, that the “Sapper Tab” was officially
authorized for wear for the graduates of the course. It was
LTG Robert B. Flowers, while in the seat as the Chief of
Engineers, who was ultimately successful in working with
the Army Chief of Staff to recognize these Sapper Leaders
with a prestigious symbol of their capabilities, skills, and
excellence. The lineage and history of the term Sapper can
be traced back as far as 1501 during the French Wars.
Today, the modern-day Sapper is referred to as an
individual serving as a Combat Engineer with basic Sapper
skills, where as a Sapper Leader is a Sapper Leader Course
graduate with advanced Sapper skills. The mission of the
Sapper Leader Course is to prepare and evaluate Engineer
Leaders serving as a member of a Combined Arms team
through training in small unit tactics and Combat Engineer
Battle Drills in a physically demanding, stressful, and
austere environment.
Sapper Leader Course exists to provide the
Maneuver Commander with a more technically and
tactically proficient soldier with advanced Sapper Skills in
mobility, counter-mobility, and survivability which cannot
be emulated by any other military school offered to
conventional forces. The training value received through
this demanding 28-day leadership development course is
instrumental in the professional development of combat
engineers within the force. The course is designed to build
unit cohesion and esprit de corps by training the soldiers in
mobility, counter-mobility, and survivability. Tasks taught
include
troop
leading
procedures,
demolitions
(conventional and expedient), mountaineering operations,
aerial operations, airborne operations, foreign weapons,
land navigation, waterborne operations, and contingency
threat. This vast amount of Sapper Knowledge is coupled
with the foundation of Infantry tasks and tactics which
culminates in an intense field training exercise that
integrates the technical skills learned throughout the
course in a tactical environment. After successful
graduation of Sapper Leader Course, those filling skill
identifier S4 positions are now qualified in their chosen
profession and are fully able to support a Maneuver
Commander. Recently, Sapper Training Company has been
Photo Above: HELOCAST operations familiarize Sapper Students with aerial to water insertions at LORA, FLW, MO. Photo by FLW PAO. Photo Below: Sapper
Leader Course Rappel Site Training Area 606, a 90 ft cliff demonstration of the process to rappel injured personnel at FLW, MO. Photo by CPT Donald K. Lew.
15
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rigorously working Sapper 2020, which consists of multiple
lines of efforts POI, Consolidated Compound, Company
Structure, and Marketing.
Sapper Training Company has been working on a
major POI revision that provides updated, realistic, and
relevant training to Sapper Leaders. As the need for
different sapper skills continues to evolve in the force, so
will the training offered at Sapper Leader Course. The
provisional company structure has enabled the Regiment’s
best leaders to serve in command team positions. The First
Sergeant position is a nominative position and the
Regiment is seeking a previous Sapper Instructor who is key
to the development and who is complete with previous First
Sergeant time for a minimum of 12 months. The Company
Commander is a nominative second command position and
is designated for a post command Captain that is both
Sapper and Ranger qualified. There is also an Executive
Officer position.
Along with the company structure efforts, the
facilities are set to be upgraded throughout the Sapper
Leader Course footprint as well. A new and upgraded
compound will facilitate efficient course operations. A new
Rappel tower is scheduled to be constructed in early spring
2019, as well as, a complete rebuild of the FOB Falaniko
Training Area which is utilized for the patrolling phase of the
course. The cantonment area will be re-designed and
upgraded to support the modernization of the course. The
redevelopment of the facilities and program of instruction
are just two of the major target areas of the continuous
improvement for the course.

The Regiment needs to provide a Maneuver
Commander with a more technically and tactically
proficient Engineer Leader. Brigade and Battalion
Command teams across the force need to hold leaders that
are serving in S4 coded positions accountable for certifying
in their profession as Sapper Leaders. The backlog of getting
leaders to the course has since been rectified through the
implantation of the walk on policy. However, units are still
not filling their coded positions with S4 qualified soldiers.
The policy allows units to send their leaders to the course
that fits their training cycle and allows them the best
opportunity to earn the right. “Earn the Right” is the new
motto of the course and represents the mindset of
qualifying in their chosen profession as Sapper Leaders. This
enhances the idea that while all Combat Engineers are
“Sappers,” they still need to attend the course to “Earn the
Right” to become Sapper Leaders.
SFC Timothy P. Jacobs is the Chief of Operations for the Sapper
Training Company at Fort Leonard Wood, MO since April 2013.
His previous assignment was the S3 NCOIC, HQ, 169th Engineer
Battalion, Fort Leonard Wood, MO.
1LT Jacob J. Davel is currently the Executive Officer for the
Sapper Training Company at Fort Leonard Wood, MO. He holds
a Bachelor of Science in biology from the University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh.
CPT Donald K. Lew commands Sapper Training Company at Fort
Leonard Wood, MO. CPT Lew is a licensed P.E. and his next
assignment will be graduate school at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology.

Contact Sapper Leader Course
http://www.wood.army.mil/sapper/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sapper-Leader-Course/254955344565961
http://www.wood.army.mil/sapper/BSC.html

Urban Breaching familiarizes Sapper Students with explosive entry capabilities to use in urban terrain at Sapper Urban
Breaching Site Training Area 275, FLW, MO. Photo by FLW PAO.
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Addressing Environmental Challenges in
Contingency Operations
By AviNash Sood, PE, PMP

P

roviding environmental support to
Combatant Commands and Field Force
Engineering (FFE) during war, contingency operations,
disaster relief operations, and operations other than war
are some of the critical USACE missions. Environmental
issues during these operations may cause negative impacts
creating both short and long-term life, health, and safety
risks for our military and civilians. It is vital to prepare for
missions prior to the soldier’s arrival by completing an
environmental study of the property where military
operations are likely to be conducted.
USACE carries out this mission through the
Environmental Support Team (EnvST), a cadre of civilian
volunteer environmental engineers, scientists, and
specialists that have specific training to ready them for
deployment. This training is coordinated annually by the
EnvST Program Manager (PM) at the Readiness Support
Center (RSC) in Mobile, AL. This year the annual EnvST
training was conducted from 6-9 March 2018. The
objective of this four-day training event is to increase the
student’s understanding of the specific environmental
issues associated with contingency operations to better
prepare them for deployment. The participants of this

training also learn about the EnvST team roles and
responsibilities.
The EnvST students receive an overview of the
program and they learn not only about environmental
issues but also acquire knowledge of real estate and
logistics programs which are an integral part of the FFE
program. After in-class instruction they get an opportunity
to go into the field, where they break out into separate
teams. Here they learn map reading, GPS equipment,
recognize natural anti-terrorism sites, layout of the ground
for wastewater disposal, and suitable locations for solid
waste disposal sites. The students are taken to an off-site
location for a practical exercise performing an
Environmental Baseline Surveys (EBS). This capstone event
teams previously deployed students with new EnvST
students in conducting a “boots on the ground” EBS using a
checklist (DD Form 2993) and analyzing its information,
including a brief to the Commander. The experienced
students provide situational awareness acumen from their
previous deployment(s) which is valuable for all participants
by fostering their insight, knowledge, and experience. The
EnvST training provides the foundation for educating
students in preparing them for deployments by

Most Common Issues Addressed by Deployed EnvST Team Members
Environmental Baseline Surveys
As units establish new military bases or close
existing bases, it is critical to perform an EBS not
only to identify hazards to soldiers, but also to
document existing conditions for liability purposes.

Solid Waste Management
Assist in site selection,
design, and construction
oversight of landfills or
burn pits.
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Hazardous Waste Management
Assist with site selection, design, construction of
hazardous waste cells, storage areas; with
management and collection of wastes from the
units; and with the management of the hazardous
waste disposal contracts. Contracts are usually
awarded theatre-wide, but EnvST members can be
utilized to assist theatre environmental personnel in
defining the scope and volume for task orders,
preparing waste for shipment, and assisting the
contractor in the pick-up process.

Environmental Compliance
Perform compliance inspections on
hazardous material storage areas,
hazardous waste management
procedures, spill control plans, and
fuel handling.

Wastewater Management
Assist with design of sewer systems to
include location, placement of lift stations,
tie into local sewer systems, and assist with
the design of sewage lagoons, septic
systems, and leach fields.
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providing them with necessary training and tools such as
conducting an EBS, collecting, processing and analyzing the
soil, water, and air to ensure the health of the force and the
environment to stay intact. The EnvST students develop an
understanding about avoiding damage to agricultural lands,
identifying and protecting historical, cultural and religious
sites, avoiding damage to threatened and endangered
species and their habitats, securing hazardous materials
and petroleum, oil and lubricant storage areas against
damage and for personal use, and practicing good field
sanitation and personal hygiene.

EnvST personnel getting GPS readings and assessing wastewater lagoon.
Photo courtesy of USACE.

Training at U.S. Army Engineer School at Fort Leonard
Wood
The U.S. Army Engineer School Directorate of
Environmental Integration (USAES DEI) develops and
provides environmental training at all levels through
Warrant Officer Basic Course and Pre-Command Courses.
The DEI provides training to Active Duty, Reserves and
National Guard soldiers as well. The courses focus on how
the environment impacts the soldier. The environment
integration training discusses the effects of Army
operations on the environment to include combat
operations, land use, and waste and the environmental
effects of disease, climate, exposure to pollutants and
hazardous materials, and cost. The goal is to assist soldiers
in reducing their impact to the environment through
environmentally sound waste management practices and
thereby enhancing the success of their mission. The DEI
courses highlight the need to design and execute an
integrated waste management plan and highlight the steps
required for a successful plan from the initial layout to the
transition or closure of an OCONUS location.
Pre- and Post-Deployment
During pre-deployment, the participants go
through the Combat Readiness Center (CRC). The CRC
ensures that the participants have been checked out
medically to include dental, vision, necessary
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immunizations, and prescriptions, their pay is in order, they
have a will, power of attorney, and passport, and are able
to meet any visa requirements. The CRC also helps to
ensure everything is setup with the team member’s family
and their emergency contact information is up-to-date.
Team members are able to communicate with their family,
in most situations, while they are deployed. The CRC makes
all necessary travel arrangements. When the team member
returns, the CRC performs another health assessment and
the participant’s gear is turned in. Re-integration and
administrative leave are provided to the team member to
allow time for them to settle back into their home routine.
Deployment
The EnvST personnel is readily deployable
worldwide on very short notice. They understand the
environmental considerations, in which they establish,
operate, and maintain base camps; continue work during
combat operations; and conduct stability operations. EnvST
personnel perform inspections, ensure environmental
protection measures are in place, and ensure that
hazardous materials and hazardous waste areas are clean
and orderly during the sustainment phase. They also note,
document, and report changes in conditions if necessary.
During their deployment, the EnvST personnel assist units
and personnel with environmental condition reports (ECR),
which amends the EBS, and helps address environmental
damage claims or other legal challenges that may arise
during the life cycle of the base camp. Once an EBS or ECR
is conducted, the results are given to the Commander and
Planners that allow them to maintain situational
awareness, maximize combat power, improve force health
protection, reduce and eliminate negative impacts,
minimize negative impacts on the environment, and
integrate environmental considerations into mission
planning.
One of the EnvST goals is to appropriately manage
available resources while maximizing the operational
capability and well-being. This includes initiating actions to
limit damage to the environment caused during unified land
operations. One of the tools that EnvST team members can
now use is the Environmental Toolkit for Expeditionary
Operations (ETEO) that was developed by scientists at the
USACE Engineer Research and Development Center (EREC).
The ETEO contains several pieces of equipment that allow
EnvST team members to test various environmental media
for contamination and receive immediate results rather
than having to wait for a laboratory analysis. One of the
pieces of equipment, the Petroleum Evaluation (PET) Kit, is
a rapid screening tool used to test for oil in water and
sediment samples.
By being an integral part of the EnvST one has the
opportunity to help initiate environment friendly methods
that will assist in protecting our fighting force. Initially, the
treatment methods may not be ideal such as the processing
and disposal of solid waste, but once the operations
become more stable, transition into more sustainable
methods are performed. One of the challenges that the
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Army, especially CENTCOM faces is the use of burn pits. The
local populace typically utilizes burn pits as their means of
disposal of municipal solid waste (MSW), which are harmful
to our soldiers, civilians, and the environment. EnvST team
members promote the use of more sustainable methods of
MSW disposal to reduce environmental impacts by
advocating for incinerators, as deemed appropriate for a
given location.
This requires working with local
governments and ensuring the means are in place to
maintain the incinerators. During deployment, EnvST
members are part of an enterprise team where they can
easily reach back to USACE for any information they need
and assistance with any matter to help support their team
and its mission. Regardless of where a team member is
deployed, USACE is always there to support them before
deployment, during deployment, and redeployment.
Job Satisfaction
At times participants may wonder why they volunteered to
deploy! But the job satisfaction and realization that they
were able to support a critical mission while improving the
lives of others around the world brings them a unique
experience that they never forget.
Mr. AviNash Sood is a Program Manager for the EnvST Program
at Headquarters, USACE and a registered Professional Engineer in
Oklahoma and Texas. Previously he was deployed to South Korea
for assignments.
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Instructors calibrating equipment for student use
during field training. Photo courtesy of USACE.
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MAJ Cassandra McGinnis
40th BEB’s Operations Officer

In the spirit of interoperability, 40th Brigade
Engineer Battalion (BEB) Battering Rams conducted
Engineer Week activities with the Kuwait Land Forces
Institute (KLFI) Engineers. Engineer week served as a forum
where engineer leaders from both countries could
exchange knowledge and experiences. In support of this
objective, the three-day exercise was split into three
separate events. Through interoperability a greater
appreciation of counterpart tactics and doctrine has been
fostered within US and Kuwaiti Engineers forces which will
be a benefit to both forces for future combined operations.
The Battering Rams hosted the first day,
beginning with a Leader Professional Development (LPD)
session on engineer tactics and battalion level engineer
planning. Next, the audience was treated to a
demonstration of basic route clearance procedures by
Bravo Company’s Route Clearance Platoon (RCP) and to gap
crossing capabilities spearheaded by Alpha Company’s
Engineer Support Platoon (ESP). A mounted convoy, hasty
gap crossing, Improvised Explosive Device (IED)
interrogation, and dismounted IED find were included in the
demonstration, led by Bravo Company’s RCP. Kuwaiti
Engineers were visibly appreciative of the opportunity to
view a practical application of American engineer
operations. Later in the afternoon, Kuwaiti Soldiers learned
firsthand about the engineer’s role in the Military DecisionMaking Process (MDMP) and Engagement Area
development. A question and answer session followed
each brief, allowing Kuwaiti officers to address and sharpen
their understanding of U.S. engineer tactics which
contributed to a more inclusive atmosphere.
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“There are two key components to combined forces
training, partnership and relationship. Partnership wins
wars and relationships win hearts and minds. Engineer
week was a great success in that we accomplished both.
May we continually strive to exercise more joint training
opportunities, allowing mutual understanding and
unification to grow”.

Although the tactical demonstration of route
clearance and gap crossing principles was the most awe
inducing part of the first day, the LPDs on MDMP and
planning principles are key to the combined efficiency
needed for interoperability. The Kuwaiti military has
benefited from an enduring relationship with the British
military since the 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait which
provided them a deep knowledge base of British operations
and tactics. The opportunity to hone their grasp of U.S.
Army MDMP and planning allow an easier integration with
the British Combat Estimate, a series of seven questions
used to solve problems, and Kuwait operational
procedures.
The Battering Rams also hosted the second day of
Engineer Week, facilitating Counter-IED (C-IED) lanes
training at Camp Buehring, Kuwait. To start, Alpha
Company leaders briefed the combined audience on basic
route clearance principles, IED indicators, and detection
procedures. Following a question and answer session, the
group was led to the C-IED training facility in order to walk
through C-IED training lanes. The lanes simulated different
types of IED attacks which range in complexity. The soldiers
came away from this event with a greater understanding of
the threat IEDs pose to troops in theater. “It was a really
rewarding experience collaborating with our counterparts
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in the Kuwaiti Army. Events like this are crucial in
maintaining a proper partnership between friendly
nations”, according to 1LT Sean Crain, an Alpha Company
Platoon Leader overseeing the lane.
IED attacks remain one of the top threats in the
nature of war. Therefore, any combined defense plan
within the Middle East must account for this threat. The
shared experience of the C-IED lanes training is a building
block for future efficiency in addressing the IED threat
during combined operations. Due to the exposure of not
only the training itself but also the thought processes of
counterparts as related to the IED threat, Kuwaiti and U.S.
forces are more likely to be able to integrate each other into
their IED threat mitigation procedures. Kuwaiti Engineers
led the final day of Engineer Week, starting with breakfast
at KLFI Engineer Headquarters, featuring an assortment of
familiar dishes and unique Kuwaiti cuisine.
After
experiencing the gracious hospitality of the KLFI, the
Battering Rams were given a tour of the KLFI Museum,

which featured an expansive collection from the last 60
years of world conflict. The Kuwaiti Engineers then briefed
the Battering Rams on the history, structure, and
capabilities of their Engineer Regiment. This presentation
made it clear that the battlefield function of U.S. and
Kuwaiti Engineers are not too distant in comparison.
The combination of U.S. Army MDMP, planning
principles, and engineer tactics along with Kuwaiti
knowledge, local support, and planning principles in the
defense of Kuwait, is not as effective without the context of
counterpart force structure. The briefing of the history,
structure, and capabilities of the KLFI Engineer Regiment
gave the U.S. Engineers a clearer picture of how to best
operate alongside their allies should the need arise. 40th
BEB’s combined Engineer Week program with the KLFI
Engineers achieved the promotion of interoperability. Both
forces came away from the three-day program with a
greater appreciation for each other’s engineer capabilities
and how we can assist each other in future operations.
2LT Terry M. Lee is currently the S1 and UPAR assigned to 40 th
Brigade Engineer Battalion, 2d Brigade, 1st Armored Division in
Fort Bliss, Texas. 2LT Lee holds a bachelor’s degree in Mechanical
Engineering and Law from the United States Military Academy.

Photo Far Left: US and Kuwaiti Soldiers discuss concepts during the
Counter IED lane training at Camp Buehring, Kuwait. Upper Left
Photo: 40th BEB commander LTC Noble converses with his Kuwaiti
counterpart at KLFI headquarters in Kuwait City, Kuwait. Lower
Left Photo: US and Kuwaiti Soldiers to view a route clearance
rehearsal by Bravo Company, 40th BEB. Lower Right Photo:
Kuwaiti Soldier examines Counter IED display at lane training at
Camp Buehring, Kuwait.

LTC David Noble
“Engineers have to be able to provide the necessary
expertise to increase protection for maneuver forces. To
accomplish this, we continue to be on top of our tactical
and technical game through combined exercises,
information sharing, and engagements with our Kuwaiti
Army Engineer partners. This week is just the latest
opportunity to showcase our capabilities.”
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Soldiers practice collecting bridge data with the ENFIRE in Germany.

T

he 83rd Civil Affairs (CA) Battalion, at Fort
Bragg, NC, is the Army’s only active Civil
Affairs (CA) unit within Forces Command
(FORSCOM). The battalion supports every Combatant
Command (COCOM), as well as, the XVIII Airborne Corps
Global Response Force (GRF) mission. CA operates in fourperson teams and can often access infrastructure and
populations unreachable by a more overt US presence. The
diverse mission set requires multiple subject matter
experts, to include an engineer officer and a geospatial
engineer. The unit’s engineers provide geospatial support
and advice on all engineering disciplines. Collaboration with
Civil Affairs Teams (CATs) centers on infrastructure
reconnaissance, construction projects, USACE reachback
capabilities, and serving as the joint engineer liaison. The
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battalion engineer accomplishes these tasks through
training and direct operational support.
Infrastructure Reconnaissance (IR) supports the
CA Mission Essential Task List (METL) task of “Conducting
Civil Information Management (CIM)”. As stated in ATP 334.81 Engineer Reconnaissance paragraph 5-36,
“Infrastructure reconnaissance is a multidisciplinary
reconnaissance focused on gathering technical information
on the condition and capacity of existing public systems,
municipal services, and facilities within an assigned area of
operations.” One engineer cannot actively support every
mission the 83rd undertakes so training CATs on IR is critical
to their success in conducting CIM. The CIM process is
where data is collected, collated, processed, analyzed, and
disseminated. Products from this process depict the civil
component to the Operational Environment (OE). During
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83rd Civil Affairs Soldiers use the ENFIRE to collect route data in
EUCOM. The system can be mounted in both civilian and military
vehicles and streamlines route reconnaissance tasks.

Soldiers receive training about port operations from the North
Carolina State Port Authority and the United States Coast Guard.

the collection phase, CATs seek all data relevant to their
mission, and infrastructure data is often part of that effort.
Focusing on Sewage, Water, Electricity, Academics, Trash,
Medical, Safety, and Other infrastructure (SWEAT-MSO)
provides CATs a basic understanding of the systems’
operation and major components. Engineers use SWEATMSO as a systematic approach to infrastructure to address
all essential services.
Understanding how infrastructure operates is
important to correctly identify degradation to the system’s
operation. The CAT must be knowledgeable of these
systems as it allows them to better determine a populace’s
needs and mitigate vulnerabilities. Knowledge of system
components is also important so critical weaknesses are
protected against attack, thus supporting stability for a
population. Practical exercises supplement classroom
instruction, and CATs conduct IR to gain hands-on
experience. The engineer accompanies the CATs to assist
with technical questions or to help identify key components
required to conduct an accurate assessment. The 83rd uses
the USACE Reachback Operations Center (UROC)
assessment forms, found on the Reachback Engineer Data
Integration (REDi) website, to annotate the data. The forms
are not overly technical and allow the user to gather all the
pertinent information necessary to gain an understanding
of the status of the infrastructure. These reports can be
attached to other documentation to provide the
commander or engineer, at any level, a better
understanding of the status of key infrastructure. Engineers
use the details provided in these reports to prioritize
engineer effort and coordinate for logistical support in
areas without properly functioning utilities. Key
infrastructure is extremely relevant and pertinent to the
civil domain.
An example of the training conducted to enable
the creation of these reports took place during a site visit to
the port at Wilmington, NC. The North Carolina State Port
Authority provided a tour of the facility and discussed port
operations management. The U.S. Coast Guard and USACE
taught classes providing in-depth instruction on port
operations, security considerations, and maintenance.
Additionally, a site visit to a wastewater treatment facility,
near Fort Bragg, NC taught CATs the basic components and

processes in wastewater filtration and treatment. The goal
of these site visits is for CATs to gain a deeper
understanding of the complexity of major infrastructure,
how they operate, and how they impact the surrounding
population.
Beyond training, the battalion engineer also
provides operational support to CATs. Part of the
operational support is ensuring CATs have the best tools to
be successful. UROC provided an Automated Route
Reconnaissance Kit (ARRK) to the unit for immediate
employment in European Command (EUCOM) to make
route data collection more efficient and accurate. The
system passively collects route data such as slope and curve
radius and takes full motion video with audio notes. All data
is geo-referenced and supports route planning efforts.
Additionally, UROC loaned an Instrument Set
Reconnaissance and Surveying (ENFIRE) to the 83rd. The
ENFIRE, which collects the same information as the ARRK,
comes with multiple laser range finders to improve
collection precision and efficiency. The battalion engineer
trained on the kit and deployed with the system to EUCOM
to train the CAT in theater. A four-person team with a taskheavy mission must be efficient with their time and tools
such as ARRK and ENFIRE to drastically improve IR collection
efficiency. Furthermore, the geospatial engineer uses the
data collected from these kits to further enhance the
command’s Common Operating Picture (COP).
Civil Affairs Soldiers often support other service
branches of the military, the interagency, and a multitude
of unified action partners. It is critical for the 83rd Engineer
to understand joint force engineer strengths and
weaknesses to best support the CATs. The best venue for
the engineer to learn these strengths and weaknesses is the
Joint Engineer Operations Course (JEOC). This 40-hour
course covers joint engineer operations, logistics support,
Other Government Agencies (OGA), and engineer related
support activities. The Army operates in a Joint,
Interagency, Inter-governmental, and Multi-National (JIIM)
environment, and leveraging engineer assets effectively
requires an understanding of those capabilities. The
engineer must be able to quickly identify available engineer
resources and determine how to best support the CAT’s
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mission. Despite engineering being prevalent in many CA
operations, the current Modified Table of Organizational
Equipment (MTOE) does not support much engineer
integration. The 83rd is authorized a 12Y10 and an O-3 12A.
The 95th CA Brigade is the only other active CA unit and they
directly support U.S. Army Special Operations Command
(USASOC). The brigade is authorized two 12Y10 and one O4 12A. The reserve component has even less engineer
support; a single 12Y20 at the battalion level and one 12Y30
at the brigade level. The lack of engineer support within the

Soldiers receive a tour of the Port of Wilmington, NC from the
North Carolina State Port Authority that was related to port
operations, security, and maintenance.
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unit’s MTOE is a detriment to units who often require
engineer support. Civil Affairs’ access affords them the
opportunity to assess critical infrastructure. Additional
engineers on the MTOE would only strengthen CA’s ability
to access a population while simultaneously supporting U.S.
tactical and operational objectives. A 12H, construction
engineer, senior NCO would be a valuable asset to any CA
unit as they would be able to provide subject matter
expertise to military construction projects. A tour in a CA
unit could serve as a broadening assignment and provide an
excellent opportunity for professional development.
The mission of the 83rd Civil Affairs Engineer is
diverse and challenging. Providing realistic training and
operational support, in all areas of military engineering
across the globe, is no small feat. The engineer support they
receive is critical to their mission and often supports
operational and strategic objectives. The soldiers of the 83rd
are constantly working to hone the skills of their craft and
continue to build on their engineer knowledge with the full
support of the engineer regiment.
CPT Wesley serves as the Battalion Engineer for the 83rd Civil Affairs
Battalion. His initiatives include fielding additional ENFIRE systems
to CATs in EUCOM, as well, as conducting Infrastructure
Reconnaissance training in garrison.
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The 94th Engineer Canine Detachment is the only canine unit organic to the Engineer Regiment. This
Unit provides a very specific skill set that is focused on deliberate and hasty explosive detection. Based
on mission requirements, a Mine Detection Dog (MDD) squad which is comprised of six MDD teams,
has the ability to provide commanders multiple clearance packages. The six MDD teams can be broken
down into deliberate clearance packages (at least two MDD teams), hasty clearance packages
(minimum one MDD team), or any combination of the two. Factors such as time and size of the
designated area or route will determine the type of package that a unit will receive.

94th Engineer Canine Detachment recent
deployment to Iraq. Photo by SPC James Davey
and SGT Jordan Smith.
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Potential MDD handlers must first attend a prehandlers selection course conducted by the 94th EN K9
Kennel Master. This weeklong assessment of soldier’s
physical fitness and ability to retain information is the first
step to becoming an MDD handler. Pre-handler courses are
conducted twice a calendar year, with the number of seats
determined by the Detachment’s current manning
requirements. Upon completion of the pre-handler
assessment course, selected candidates will then attend the
Counter Explosive Mine Detection Dog Course (CEMDDC)
located at Fort Leonard Wood.
During the 20-week CEMDDC course, Soldiers are
paired with a number of potential canines, spending every
day together to include weekends. Soldiers and canines are
evaluated on a daily basis by instructors who all have real
world experience as Military Working Dog handlers. Soldiers
will be evaluated individually on briefing skills, voice
inflection, and the ability to operate autonomously among
other basic soldiering skills. Meanwhile, dogs are evaluated
for drive, ability to detect trace amounts of several explosive
odors, and physical fitness. The course instructors are
essential to the evaluation and pairing process. They ensure
that upon graduation and their arrival to the 94th EN K9
Detachment, graduates are combat ready and are prepared
to accomplish any mission autonomously. Once a MDD
team has earned the additional skill identifier “K9” and
arrives to the 94th, they will be assigned to one of the four
MDD squads organic to the unit. Each squad is authorized

six MDD teams and a veterinary technician. FORSCOM
requirements mandate that each MDD team maintain a
95% monthly explosive find rate and conduct a minimum of
six hours of training weekly. This is split between obedience
(2 hours) and explosive detection (4 hours).
The 94th consistently trains with trace amounts of
several explosives. An MDD is expected to pinpoint the
location of these trace explosives at various depths. This
training technique makes the MDD much more proficient on
larger quantities of explosives that are typically found down
range. The ability to detect trace amounts of explosives is
what makes the 94th unique and what makes these MDD
teams so valuable in combat zones. Consistent training
allows MDD teams to detect larger explosive hazards from
a greater distance, minimizing the chance that soldiers are
within the blast radius.
The Army’s first MDD handlers traveled to Britain
between 2003-2004 in order to learn their system and
develop the current MDD program. The program was
initially established to clear potential forward operating
bases and airfields of mines. In 2005, the first group of MDD
handlers did just that, clearing Bagram Airbase in
Afghanistan. Since 2005, the MDD has had a consistent
presence in the Middle East. As the years have passed, the
MDD has continued to develop additional capabilities that
have driven the current set of missions, conducted as
recently as 2017.

94th Engineer Canine Detachment recent
deployment to Iraq. Photo by SPC James Davey
and SGT Jordan Smith.
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From 2016 to 2018, the 94th had two separate
squads of MDD teams forward deployed in support of
Operation Inherent Resolve. They provided the region an
enhanced detection asset that was utilized by units to
include: the 82nd Airborne Division, the 101st Airborne
division, and the 10th Mountain Division. These MDD teams
were consistently employed during the fight for Mosul to
conduct dismounted route clearance, area clearance for
artillery assets, and even creating safe lanes to extract and
recover downed vehicles. Teams were also employed to
conduct clearance operations in areas such as the Syrian
border and Al Asad, Iraq.
The ability to operate as individual MDD teams
allows for one squad of MDDs to support an entire battalion
or brigade, depending on the mission requirements. This
also allows commanders to re-allocate their MDD combat
power to support multiple, simultaneous missions. The
efforts of the MDD during the past 24 months has resulted
in the detection and removal of thousands of pounds of
explosive hazards from the battle space, ensuring freedom
of movement and maneuver for their supported units.

If you want to become a MDD handler there are
some things you need to know. First, the 94th Engineer
Canine Detachment is authorized 24 MDD teams. Each of
the four squads is authorized one 12B30, two 12B20, and
12B10. Second, soldiers must be a Combat Engineer (12B)
with at least three years left on their current enlistment
upon the graduation from the 20-week CEMDDC. Lastly,
soldiers must have a minimum GT or ST score of 100, pass a
Crime Records Center (CRC) background check, and be able
to obtain and maintain a secret clearance.
If you meet these requirements, then the next
step is attending the pre-handlers selection course. The 94th
EN Kennel Master will normally conduct two of these
courses per year and the number of seats is based on the
current manning requirements for the Detachment. These
pre-handlers courses have historically been held at Fort
Leonard Wood, MO but have recently have also been at Fort
Hood, TX. The pre-handlers course ranges from one– three
weeks based on the number of candidates and is the Kennel
Masters screening tool to select Soldiers to attend the 20week CEMDDC.

SFC Nicholas Coughlin serves as the Kennel Master for the 94th Engineer Canine Detachment.
1LT Anthony Sergi serves as the Detachment Commander for the 94th Engineer Canine Det.
Any questions regarding recruiting can be answered at 573-563-8392.

A 94th Engineer Canine Detachment training
event. Photo by Ms. Dawn Arden, POA, FLW,
MO.
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94th Engineer Canine Unit

1LT Anthony E. Sergi is the Detachment Commander of the 94th Engineer
Canine Detachment, the Engineer Regiment's only Canine asset and the
DoD's only Mine Detection Dog unit. Together with the Kennel Master, SFC
Nicholas A. Coughlin, they manage and ensure the Army's third largest
Kennel consisting of over 25 Mine Detection Dogs that are combat ready for
rapid deployment in support of Maneuver units worldwide.

A 94th Engineer Canine Detachment training event. Photo by Ms. Dawn Arden, POA, FLW, MO.
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Housatonic River Dredging Finished Early
By Ann Marie R. Harvie
The New England District team and its contractor,
Cashman Dredging and Marine Contracting Company, LLC
of Quincy, Massachusetts, completed dredging a portion of
the Housatonic River Federal Channel in Connecticut two
months ahead of schedule. The state of Connecticut is the
project sponsor. The project, originally estimated to cost
$9.3 million, came in under budget. Project Manager Erika
Mark explained that “The project was finished in December.
Our dredge window was October 1 through March 31, so
that is the time frame the contractor had to get the work
done. They began dredging in mid-October and finished in
December so there was plenty of time to spare.” A total of
273,881 cubic yards of clean, fine grain sand was dredged

from the channel. As an added benefit, 228,064 cubic yards
of that material was placed onto Hammonasset Beach State
Park in Madison, Connecticut to nourish the eroding beach,
located 33 miles from the dredge site. In addition to project
manager Erika Mark, other team members that contributed
to the success of this project were retired Project Manager
Jack Karalius, Valerie Cappola, Fred Pike, Ray Goff, Megan
Cullen, Jeff Preston, and Jeff Gaeta. New England District
Team members are familiar with the Housatonic River with
the first project occurring in 1871. Since then, the District
has made several improvements to facilitate navigation for
commercial and recreational vessels.

District contractor Cashman Dredging performs work on the Housatonic River. Photo by Erika Mark, Project Manager.

Ms. Ann Marie R. Harvie is a Public Affairs Specialist and Command
Information Officer for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New
England District.
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Contractor personnel works on a narrow road in Moca, Puerto Rico. This illustrates the challenges of working in confined spaces and challenging terrain.

Delivering Strong in Service to
Northwest Puerto Rico
ǡȋȌǡ ǡ  ǡ
 ǡǡͳ Ǥ


“A Message to Garcia”, written by Elbert Hubbard, is a time-tested proverb of a Soldier tasked with
venturing into the jungle and delivering a letter to a general named Garcia, with little supporting
information. In the end, the young officer, known as Rowan, took full ownership of this task and completed
the difficult mission without hesitation. As military officers, we are familiar with the story and it is often
used to encourage proactive decision making and the “can-do” attitude.
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urricane Maria made landfall on Puerto Rico in
September 2017, wreaking havoc on the territory’s
aging and unkempt infrastructure. Many were left
without power, clean water, food, and medical supplies.
The Northwest Division of the USACE was tasked with
setting up the Aguadilla Area Office in Western Puerto Rico,
with the objective of restoring the power in the Mayaguez
and Ponce regions. Seattle District took charge of the
Aguadilla Area Office and ensured that the right personnel
was present to lead the team, which was comprised of
individuals from within USACE and other federal agencies.
LTC Andrew Olson (District Deputy Commander),
CPT Joe Gambino, CPT Grant Wanamaker, CPT Ryan
Alarcon, CPT Lamar Cantelou, as well as 1LT Anthony Caruso
and 1LT Jeff Pendleton stepped up in various capacities,
either leading the Aguadilla Area Office or providing crucial
management functions for Task Force Power. We served in
various roles in support of the mission on the island over
the last six to nine months. We were given a very vague
mission statement to repair the power grid. As military
officers, we are trained in various planning tools and the
Military Decision-Making Process so we are accustomed to
deliberate planning. We expect to detailed plans and
meticulous briefings before completing missions. This
mission proved to be a challenge for us, based on the small
amount of information available. Similar to Rowan, we set
off into the mountainous and jungle-like terrain in Puerto
Rico with little information. And despite the vague
instruction, just like Rowan, we were successful.
Several lessons emerged from our experience in
Puerto Rico including that leadership plays a paramount
role in everything we do as officers and leaders. Secondly,
logistics will drive operations, no matter the environment.
For civil contingencies, operations should be the primary
goal. Lastly, we, the engineers, are truly the nation’s
problem solvers. This article will share some of the
challenges and opportunities encountered during our time
in Puerto Rico.
LTC Andrew Olson (Deputy District Commander)
and Mr. Steve Kelley (JBLM Area Engineer) were the first to
travel to Puerto Rico in order to establish the Aguadilla Area
Office. LTC Olson served as the Office OIC for roughly two
months. As the OIC re-deployed to Seattle, CPT
Wanamaker, CPT Gambino, CPT Cantelou, and CPT Alarcon
all served as Deputy Area Engineers throughout their time
in Puerto Rico. Each expertly managed and led personnel in
order to ensure that the office had a functional and
collaborative approach. Aguadilla Area Office was
comprised of personnel from quite literally all over the
country. Within the office, we had Department of Energy
(DOE) representatives and a great working relationship with
the Puerto Rico Electrical Power Authority (PREPA) as well.
Each officer was presented with different challenges,
ranging from administrative tasks to arranging for the
establishment of new locations for field offices. Overall,
each officer mentioned adapting their leadership in order
to effectively lead a predominantly civilian team.
Capitalizing on technical information from the subject
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Photo Above: Electrical Crews work to restore power in
Aguada, Puerto Rico in December 2017. Photo
courtesy of USACE. Photo Below: USACE Team surveys
a potential worksite in Mayaguez. This area was a
challenge to access with electrical trucks. Photo
courtesy of USACE.

matter experts embedded in the office was a big advantage.
One example is that the office leadership enabled
electricians that service the Corps’ dams to give brief
lessons to the office on various topics. As such, those
individuals became informal leaders within the Quality
Assurance staff. As CPT Gambino pointed out that if you
lead DA civilians differently than you lead soldiers you are
doing one of the two wrong. Each subordinate, whether
military or civilian, is a reflection of the leader. Any preconceived thoughts about those you are leading will most
likely manifest themselves in your interaction with your
team. When each soldier or engineer is valued as a member
of the team and buys into the “why” behind what you are
doing, they form a cohesive team that effectively
accomplishes the mission.
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1LT Caruso served as the Contracting Officer’s
Representative (COR) while he was in Puerto Rico. He was
charged with monitoring the execution of work, as well as,
supporting contract modifications. 1LT Caruso worked
directly with the DOE, PREPA, and USACE at every level.
Under the watchful eyes of Administrative Contracting
Officers, Mr. Jon Norquist and Ms. Jodie Ramsey, 1LT
Caruso managed the project well, despite the limited scope
provided in the contract. Another big responsibility he had
as the COR was to control the flow of materials for the
project. He facilitated the ordering and delivery of electrical
supplies for the Aguadilla Area Office and sought to resolve
issues with Task Force Power. Various logistical challenges
associated with moving supplies to Puerto Rico significantly
impacted the completion of work in the area of operations.
Due to various laws, funding requirements, and the
challenges of shipping the equipment to an isolated island,
the fact that logistics drive or limits operations could not
have been more glaring. 1LT Caruso noted that this unique
situation called for some risks to be taken in order to
complete work. The team continually proposed solutions to
expedite shipping to the island using different contracting
tools, with limited success.
The take away from the project was that in order
to be most productive, the team must focus on operations
and accept prudent risks during civil contingency
operations. As CPT Gambino mentioned, these types of
operations are inherently inefficient. The key is limiting that
inefficiency by sorting out logistics. A quick analysis showed
the project team that the time lost for idle crews could
easily cost more than the savings for certain materials,
justifying prudent risk of higher cost and expedited
materials delivery. There is a delicate balance of being a
good steward of taxpayer dollars and maintaining an
operational momentum. Additionally, each decision was
crucial to the well-being of those on the island left without
power.
Electrical poles lay staged on Rafael Hernandez Airfield in
Aguadilla, Puerto Rico. USACE installed thousands of poles over
the duration of the project.
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The Engineer Regiment motto is “Essayons”, a
rough translation from French, meaning “Let us try”. As LTG
Semonite, Chief of Engineers, pointed out in his visit to
Aguadilla in December 2017, USACE stepped up to take this
mission in order to help the nation recover from a
monumental natural disaster. Normally, the DOE, along
with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA),
would directly manage recovery efforts. However, due to
the large number of recent storms and the difficult mission
of establishing supply chains, while managing over a billion
dollars in contracts, the nation’s leaders chose the only
organization that can always solve their toughest problems
– USACE. True to form, each member of the Area Office was
forced to think outside of their comfort zone to find creative
solutions to accomplish this mission. For instance, USACE
rarely works on utility or high voltage electrical structures.
However, the creativity and critical thinking shown by the
Quality Assurance staff and the Project Engineers enabled
them to set up a repeatable process to plan, direct, and
inspect operations. This gave the contractor a predictable
battle rhythm to restore power to the western half of
Puerto Rico. More recently, the Area Office moved
locations to the mountainous central region of Puerto Rico
in order to restore electricity to the remaining areas of the
island. The Aguadilla Area Office, under the leadership of
CPT Alarcon and CPT Cantelou, was given this mission based
on their success in the Western regions of the island.
You can't help but take pride in an organization
that can step up in such a manner to help others. Seattle
District led the effort for Western Puerto Rico to regain
electricity to schools, hospitals, and residents. The success
of the contractor, PREPA, and USACE partnership has led to
a nearly complete restoration of a largely neglected power
grid and a return to normalcy for millions of American
citizens. The exceptional officers of the Seattle District
served as the leaders and role models for this mission.
LTC Andrew Olson is currently assigned as the Deputy Commander for
the Seattle District. While in Aguadilla, LTC Olson established the
Aguadilla Area Office and led the team through the initial stages of
electrical restoration.
CPT Grant Wanamaker is a supervisor in Construction Services and is
currently transitioning to Bahrain to serve as a Project Engineer. While
in Puerto Rico, CPT Wanamaker served as the Deputy Area Engineer.
CPT Anthony Caruso was as an Army Officer intern and served as a
Project Engineer and Engineering Technician. While in Aguadilla, CPT
Caruso was the Contracting Officer’s Representative.
CPT Joseph Gambino is a Project Engineer within the Operations
Division. While in Puerto Rico, CPT Gambino served as the Deputy Area
Engineer.
CPT Ryan Alarcon is a Construction Project Manager and Project
Engineer within the Lewis and Clark Project Office. While in Puerto
Rico, CPT Alarcon served as the Deputy Area Engineer and Battle
Captain for Task Force Power on two separate deployments to Puerto
Rico.
CPT Lamar Cantelou is currently the Chief of Staff for the Seattle
District. While in Puerto Rico, CPT Cantelou served as the Deputy Area
Engineer and oversaw the relocation of the area office.
1LT Jeffrey Pendleton is assigned to Seattle District as a Project
Engineer at the Ballard Locks. 1LT Pendleton was a Battle Captain for
Task Force Power during his time in Puerto Rico.
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By CPT Cameron Fulford

Photo Above: Members of the Mississippi River Valley Division (MVD) pose for a picture on a tug boat in New Orleans, Louisiana as a part of the 2017 MVD
Annual Regulatory Chiefs Meeting. Photo courtesy of USACE. Photo Right: Task Force Power Restoration during Thanksgiving 2017. Photo by Mr. Jeff Hawk,
Pittsburg District Chief of Public Affairs, USACE.
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As a 1st Lieutenant recently promoted to Captain in the
Army, I never imagined I would be working with USACE
through the Army’s Technical Engineer Competency
Development Program (TEC-DP). Participating in this
broadening opportunity is by far one of the most rewarding
experiences I have had. TEC-DP allows 1st Lieutenant’s with
engineering and architecture degrees the opportunity to
work for USACE for 18 months before entering the Engineer
Captain’s Career Course. TEC-DP not only develops
technical skills but provides exposure to professional level
experiences. The Army Engineer Regiment includes
missions in military construction and civil works. These are
opportunities that few military officers are offered.
Previously stationed at Fort Stewart in Hinesville,
Georgia, I was one of nine Lieutenants throughout the Army
Engineer Regiment accepted into the summer 2017-2018
cycle for TEC-DP and was placed with the Vicksburg District,
in Vicksburg, Mississippi. With a civil works mission, the
Vicksburg District’s area of responsibility spans through
parts of Mississippi, Louisiana, and Arkansas. While at the
Vicksburg District, I have worked in both the regulatory and
hydraulics branches. Leaving the tactical part of the Army
behind, my responsibilities shifted to more strategic tasks. I
began working in the regulatory branch as a project
manager where I oversaw the verification of nationwide
permits for both rivers and wetlands. In August 2017, I was
invited to attend the Mississippi Valley Division’s Regulatory
Branch Conference in the New Orleans District. At the
conference, each regulatory branch from the districts
within the division highlighted their accomplishments from
the past year and any conflicts they were currently
experiencing. The conference was also a time for open
discussion where branches worked together to combat any
conflicts. In late fall, something unexpected happened.
Hurricanes Irma and Maria hit the United States, U.S. Virgin
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Islands, and Puerto Rico with devastating force, activating
USACE’s Emergency Response Mission. Along with a
plethora of civilian USACE employees, I was tasked to help
with the relief efforts in Puerto Rico.
Working with the Power Restoration mission, I
was assigned to Task Force Power and operated as a Battle
Captain and S-1. While in Puerto Rico, I worked side by side
with individual area offices throughout the U.S. to request
personnel needed for specific jobs on the island. This was
my first humanitarian mission, and it was not only eye
opening but it allowed me to truly understand what it takes
to accomplish a mission in the wake of a natural disaster. In
April 2018, I rotated out of the regulatory branch and into
the hydraulics branch, where I began working as a project
engineer. To date, I have worked on a wide range of
projects
including
an
aquifer
recharge,
and
sediment/erosion control in the Mississippi Delta. These
projects have allowed me to use my environmental
engineer degree to its fullest extent.
With a wealth of knowledge among the civilians I
work with, I am truly thankful I have been provided this
opportunity. Through continuing education and
professional credentialing, USACE has been the backbone
to my personal and professional growth. Along with selfstudying for the Project Management Professional (PMP)
Exam, some USACE districts host study classes to prepare
and study for the PMP. Additionally, USACE has supported
me while I prepare to take the Professional Engineering
Exam. Overall, my time with the Vicksburg District has been
exciting and gratifying. If you are ever presented the
opportunity to apply for TEC-DP, I highly recommend it. This
broadening opportunity has allowed me to develop USACE
experience, strong technical skills and professional level
environmental engineering knowledge.
CPT Fulford is currently assigned to the Vicksburg District, USACE
as a Project Engineer within the Hydraulics Branch. He holds a
Bachelor's degree from The Ohio State University in environmental
engineering.
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By Dr. JoAnne Castagna
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The USACE, New York District is renovating
Pershing Barracks as part of the U.S. Military
Academy, West Point Cadet Barracks Upgrade
Program.
The program seeks to modernize
existing barracks to continue to attract high caliber
candidates to the Academy. During ongoing
renovations to the Pershing Barracks, two 3-star
general officers requested tours of the building and
observed the extensive upgrades. "This kind of
interest in a project from senior leaders,
demonstrates its importance," said Caitlin Slattery,
project manager, New York District, USACE, who
led the tours. It's not a surprise that distinguished
military leaders have an interest in this project
because the Barracks was named after General
John J. Pershing, one of the highest ranking
military leaders in the U.S. General Pershing is the
only American to be promoted to the General of the
Armies rank of the United States which was
created especially for him. He received this honor
because of his expertise in military tactics and his
service to his country that included commanding
conflicts at home and abroad. General Pershing
was also a West Point graduate, the Class of 1886,
and later become an instructor at the academy.
It is because of this that the academy named
a barracks after him. Pershing had a reputation as
a strict and rigid instructor and leader. A Soldier
that was once under his command said, "As a
soldier, the ones then and the ones now couldn't
polish his (Pershing) boots." Today, the 122-yearold Pershing Barracks is being modernized to meet
the needs of the modern Cadet. Slattery said, "The
renovation includes a complete gut and remodel of
the existing structure and the floor plans will be
optimized to utilize space in a more practical way."
When completed, the four-story barracks will have
135 rooms that will sleep 270 Cadets who will have
access to two laundry rooms. To assist the Cadets
with their academics, each Cadet company will
have Collaboration Rooms that will allow them to
meet in large numbers to work on group projects or
participate in team building activities. Cadets will
also have such amenities as water bottle filling
stations in the hallways along with work stations
that are equipped with cable connectors and power
supply between computers and devices via USB
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Chief of Engineers, LTG Semonite (center) requested a tour of the Pershing Barracks
renovation to see the construction and to talk with USACE team members involved
in the Cadet Barracks Upgrade Program. Photo Courtesy of the U.S. Army.

The renovation of Pershing Barracks includes a complete gut, remodel of the existing
structure, and optimization of the floor plans to utilize space in a more practical
way. Photo courtesy of U.S. Army.
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ports. In addition, the building will be
outfitted with completely new mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing systems. The
Barracks will also get something that it
didn't have before, air conditioning. Many
of these new and upgraded features will be
energy-efficient making the Barracks
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) Silver Certifiable.
The inside of the structure is being
modernized, but the exterior's military
gothic revival architecture is being
maintained in order to blend in with the rest
of the historic 200-year old campus. To
maintain the building's original granite
exterior, the granite stones are being
repointed. Slattery said, "Repointing is
when the joints of brick or stonework are
repaired by filling in with grout or mortar.
The primary purpose of this is to prevent
water from infiltrating into the building." In
addition, the building's large parapet
stones which sit along the perimeter of the
roof are also being removed to replace the
flashing. Slattery explained that "Flashing
is typically a strip of metal which is used to
prevent water from penetrating the
junction of a building's roof with the
surrounding areas." In addition, the
building's well known historic tower clock is
also being refurbished.
"The renovation will provide the
Cadets a more comfortable and modern
space for daily life, which will allow them to
spend more time focusing on their course
work and other obligations," said Slattery.
The Barracks is expected to be available
to the Cadets in the Fall of 2018. Pershing
was dedicated to his country and to
educating future military leaders. The U.S.
Military Academy shares this dedication
and is demonstrating this with the
modernization of the building that bears his
name.
Dr. JoAnne Castagna is a Public Affairs Specialist and Writer
for USACE, New York District. She can be reached at
joanne.castagna@usace.army.mil.
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